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1.	 lIAPS-, • PHOTOGRAPHS AID 5TTP?L^!SSTA^Y IKTSIiUG-STCS 

(a)	 Haps,
 
'
 

Prior to embarkation the following maps were furnished 
this Division: 

(l) Special Air >nd Gunnery Target M»pp, scales 1:5,000, 
1:10,000 and 1:20,000, with Target Area grid. . 

(2) -Special ".Terr*in Haps, scales. 1:5,000, 1:20,000, with
out Target Area grid. 

(3)	 Special Air and Gunnery Target M»ps, scale 2 inches 
. equal 1 nautical mile. 

(4) G-2 Situation Kap.s,-Noe. 1 and 2, scale 1:10,000 
gridded. . 

(5)	 Special Aerial Mosaics, sqale 1:10,000, vith Target 
Area grid, .and 1:20,000 without Target Area grid, 

¦(6)	 H.O. Chart No, 6101. . 

In addition, Division»prepared an Sast Be«»ch Assault 
Map, scale 1:5,000. 

The Special Air and Gunnery Target Hap, scale 1:10,000, 
with Target Aroa grid was designated- the Official Hop" upon which 
all reports were to be based.. 

Division was given the opportunity to request the quanti
ty of maps desired. Quantities supplied were ample and permitted 

•wide and thorough distribution.*	 ' 

Considering the fact that .these maps were made from- aerial 
photographs, without ground control, they .were in general reasonably 
accurate. It would have required the most meticulous ground survey 
to have portrayed accurately the areas of rough- terrain. In these 
areas, such as Target Areas 184, 185 and portions of 200, 201 and 202, 
the 20-foot contour interval in no way depicted the deep crevices 
running generally seaward on the ro.c^y volcanic serrations arid out
croppings which were so effectively hidden by vegetation in the pre
liminary aerial photographic coverage. 
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Allunits reported that overprinting enemy positions on 
the Special Air and Gunnery Target Hap proved detrimental mther 
than helpful. 

The quantity of Qn^my positions shown obscured contours 
and m«de reading lettered squares most difficult and pf these 
positions vere plotted from early photographic covnrsfe th^y were 
out-dated by the final Situation Map printed and issued at GUAM, 

The improved type and quality of p^per employed for 
map reproduction was noteworthy.. The effects of handling and r^in 
were minimized. 

Haps of scale T, 15,000 and those ungridded were occasion
ally used and proved helpful in isolated instances. 

The half tone aerial mosaic map, due to its cloud cover, 
was of little use. There w«e also little use for th- "Eastern Beach 
Assault Map printed by Division, 

Vhile the Enemy Situation Hat) prepared by VA^LF yap the 
basic situation map, others were received in lesser cuantity pre
pared by JICPOA, FHF ?AC, and PHIBSP^C. As each situation map-
reflected the interpretation of the issuing unit, they T Tere at. 
variance. Inasmuch as preliminary naval gun fire and air attache 
are largely prepared from these maps this variance is confusing. 
A single situation map depicting th.« combined photographic inter~ 
pretation is s-trongly recommended. The Joint Situation I-ap, scale 
1:10,000, made at C-UAK from last minute aerial coverage and issued 
at SAIPaI", wa s excellent, and of considerable value. 

The Enemy Pl*ca Name Hap, issued «t TTOT T0 JDfA, proved 
of material assistance. The captured contoured map which was re
produced by VACLF and issued at IT^O war of considerable value, but 
the limited quantity printed restricted its use. 

¦Relief -laps received from VACL"1 and «ugnente-d by those 
made by the Division' Relief liptryjing Section were of sufficient 
quantity to pl»c* one on every A?A, and most of the LST's, LSK.1 c 
?.n$ LSD 1 p. 

(b) Photographs. 

Preliminary aerial photographic coverage was excellent
 
and the quantity received of each sortie permitted suitable dis
tribution. -
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The plan to pend an advance API officer from the Division 
Intelligence Section to Interpron 2 at G-UAJ.I to apript in the prep
aration of the final pituation map and to "select and arrange the 
distribution details of the D-minus-15 aerial photographs-* met with 
outstanding success. The wholehearted cooperation of Interpron ?, 
YDS and Photographic Squadron £6 was all that could" be desired.. 

Commencing vith-the assault on Hill38? and' continuing
throughout the operation, good oblioue and vertical' aerial photo
graphs were vitally needed. Preliminary/ of, this ar^a decoYer?>^e
picted little ground detail flue to heavy vegetatid"n" and no idea 
of the innate rugpednepp of the terrain.- By the tine thip area 
under pur direct aep-a.ult, the vhdle surface of the sr as vag altered 
by bombardment. G-r-^n vegetation >rae. a tangled mapp of dead an^ torn 
trees. Buildings vere destroyed and even the trace of some roads vas 
obscured. 

As the mpp and preliminary -ohotograiohp vpre virtually
useless, exGe-ot for general area orientation, repeated requests 
were initiated for aerial The f«w photographs furnished 
were hopeless. Considering the heirht at which they were -tnVen and 
the focal length the resultant pcale unpuitable for Division use. 

¦	 

Oblique photographs were taken, at odd angles and generally not in the 
direction of our attack: and apparently ta yen by pilot?, unfamiliar 
with 'our zone, of action or plan or direction of attac>. Processing 
was equally poor. Few of the aerial photographp taVen. after D-day 
were ever used. The title strip giving all the needed data, long 
adopted and in use by both Havy and Army in combat areas ail over 
the world, was completely omitted. 

The only aerial photographs of real use to the Division 
were those taken from Division VHO-4 observation planes by Public 
Relations personnel. The pilot and. photographer were thoroughly 
briefed and understood their mission. Employing a ¥*-?0 camera, ex-

T 

»	 
cellent obliques were taken at altitudes as loT as 500 feet. "he 
photographs were processed, enlarged and annotated by Or— ? and turned 
out to be the only true terrain guide available. 

' During combat, the ideal situation envisions a few select
ed obliques and vertical' aerial photographs complete with title data, 
annotated for orientation, obliques to be taken in the direction of 
our attack, verticals in strips parallel to our front and both fur-* 
nished in sufficient quantity for distribution to companies and obs
ervers, and in tine for v.pp; .likewise- *, fRyfRv annotated photographic 
mosaics- grid for regimental and Division use. 

c UNCUS3KED 
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cWhile front line panels are SOP, the suggestion ha v been 
offered to use some similar type of panel immedia tely behind the 
front line to identify, boundar ies. This scheme would be a great aid 
to pilots and observers and would materially assist API personnel 
in annotating aerial, photographs for general use. 

The enlarged b-°ach photographs, in some capes annotated, 
vere excellent. The quantity received permitted distribution, down 
to companies, • 

(c) Hydrogrpphlc Infornation. 

In general, preliminary hydrographic information furnish
ed Division proved accurate. 

The carefully laid plans for the attachment of personnel 
from the 4th Reconnaissance Company to accompany the Underwater Demo
lition Teams on their reconnaissance preliminary to D-day, and their 
consequent assignments to report to assault battalions, 
and Division, were partially upset in the fin^lphase, due to damage 
suffered by the ships on which these personnel were embarked. 

Dispatch reports, while brief, were of considerable value. 
In the instances where' Underwater Demolition Te^m antf Division Re
connaissance personnel succeeded in reporting in person, they proved 
of great assistance. The personnel reporting aboard the Division 
Command Ship gave an excellent report and m^ny points of interest 
were developed in a round table interrogation, 

Information of particular importance obtained from the 
UDT's included the following' (l) the lack of underwater obstacles, 
permitting landing craft up to LST1 s to use the beaches; (2) the 
nature of the benches and location of ..terraces inland from, the 
beaches; (3) routes inland from the beaches; (4) the extremely high 
gradient of the slope up to Airfield I'o. 1; (5) the presence of 
unidentified positions in the bas^ of the embankment of the Airfield; 
and (6) the' presence of heavy defensive concentrations in the vic
inity of MT," SI^IBACHI and th» wooded area north of the Quarry. • 

The only misleading item of information, was the -state
ment that the beach sand or volcanic ash would support the movement 
¦of jeeps and other small trucks. Until roads were bulldozed, passage 
of wheeled vehicles proved impossible. 

4 
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d ) Other Intelligence. 

On the whole, the intelligence furnished by higher echel
on for the V'O JV TA Operation prior to D-day v,qs more timely, com** 
plete and usable than on any previou-e operation. 

preliminary information, while not complete, wp
' 

adequate for initial-planning* phfls^e. . . 

The pr?par«tion of p> pintle comprehenplve JICPOA "bulletin 
3to treat ev»ry aFTD^ct of the target and. the uee of this bulletin 

the baeie for all other intelligence proved highly (satisfactory. . 
T'ith maps,, charts and photograr)hw a, the printed bulletin we in a 
form to be readily digested and vsre furnished in rufficient quanti
ties to be dietribu-tc-d to all echelonr. Itrendered unnecessary th? 
prepa.ra.tipn of the usual mimeographed study of the theater of opera
tions. 

" . 
The G-2 Study, prepared VAC, containing a situation 

map, lifts of defensive installations, by target area squares, and 
studies, diagrams and drawings of each of the beaches, ."^s extens-
ively used to good purpose, particularly in the briefing stage. 

The voluminous C~2 Study of the Enemy -Situation proved 
an excellent vehicle for collecting and issuing 'all unoUsreminated 
enemy information acquired prior to leaving the HAWAIIAN Area. 
Sufficient quantities were provided for vide distribution, though--some of the enclosures -?.g. the lists of officers rid not 
need such vide distribution* Order of Battle information, as it 
turned out, v.a.s not complete, but all .possible methods of moving it 
complete must have been used. 

Various beach diagrams profiles and voter level r>ro
files siro'olemented the principal studies and of 

•' 
assist-proved some 

once. ; 

Use vac made of the G-,2 Tactical Study of the Terrain, 
especially in planning phases. The report of the submarine reconn
aissance provided important verifications of early estimates. 

Aerial photographic interpretations m*de by 1, JICP.OA 
and Interpron 2 differed considerably, As eraphp sized in section 1 
(a) of this Annex (Maps), it is strongly recommended that the inter

¦pretations not be dur>ilc°ted but be F\n6. issued by one • 

*gency. 
«%¦ a i%f*iff"iri\ 
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After D-day close contact we maintained" with vACTjr by 
1 •telephone, teletype, dispatch and liaison. VAOL1 node' every effort 

to keep Division veil informed, C-2 Periodic Reports. were received 
in sufficient quantities to be distributed to regiments, which gave 
them a better over-pll picture than had been h^ret^fore provided. 

The preliminary order of battle analypis, issued on 
D-plus-10, w.n.e useful and accurate, but it is believed that the'
production of similar studies «t an earlier stagß of the operation, 
even though 7 they could not be so comprehensive or accurate in detail, 
would have given better direction to" Division. 

The coordination with higher on intelligence 
matters reached an all-tine high, TSvery request by Division was 
approved at once ,T,

Trith the single exception of requests for aerial 
photographic coverage in the later ph»pe of the operation. 

2, i::t^lmg^iot FrrcrioNii/G-. 

(p) Collection of Information. 

Collection of information from lower echelons followed • 

standard practice and procedure. Reports and single it^ms of informa
tion from on? echelon were correlated by the next echelon and for
varded until they reached Division. Division w.pe in constant comu
nication vith regiments vy phone and by liaison. 

Establishment of Division OP 1 s from which the Division 
zon- of action could be scrutinized wae most difficult -due to the 

¦terrain. Initially, the Division OP team, using 20-power captured 
Jap glasses, operated on the top of XT ST!^.IBACT-I. In the later phas^ 5, 
after the' capture of Hill382 and its environs, it wne necessary to 
displace for closer observation. Due to the fact that no singl^ . 
point permitted observation of one whol^ battalion sector in 
its entirety, it was necessary to establish s-^v^ral roving t.wo-n«n
Op's, which moved as frequently ne required to keep their zon-a under 
observation.' As distances involved were short, reports were collect
ed by runner and brought to a central collection point, wher« they 
were correlated and transmitted to G--°. As the OP' runners w^.re" in 
constant contact with company and battalion VV*e, & valuable flow of 
additional intelligence -wa s possible. 

The difficulties of observation, lack of late aerial 
photographs "and the failure of the map to portray the whole picture 
accurately, constituted a serious problem-. As a result the G--2 mad^ 
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almost daily tours to all battalion C?'s and as many battalion and 
©empany O?'e as vere necessary to complete the full picture. Like
wise, enemy-held terrain was- studied from the air and from close-in 
reconnaissance on an LCI(G). Thie constant study of all angles of the 
terrain not under our control, coupled with an intimate contact with 
operations «nd all intelligence echelons, assisted in making the .Div
ision Intelligence effort more valuable than it had ever been vhlle 
in combat. 

Due to 'the closercontact naint^in^d t*lth the enemy 
throughout the operation there wbp little opportunity or occasion 
for patrols to the front of ourllines. Listening posts were main
tained at ni£-ht and anti-sniper patrols covered rear areas. In both 
of these tasks the war dogs proved to be invaluable. Itvas reported 
th=»t the German shepherds appeared to be the superior breed for 
scouting of fortified positions and caves. 

Collection of documents and material is discussed in 
Section 4 of this Annex. Systematically organized search patrols 
covered rear areas attempting to find documents, and front line 

either turned, in documents ~units or reported location of observed 
caches as found. . 

Division Language personnel received valuable experience 
in monitoring Japanese radio transmission. It is believed from this 
experiment vith * minimum of equipment that the effort is thoroughly 
worth vhile and should be highly developed for any future- operation. 

A Ground Study Te^m was organized from G~? and -JICPOA 
personnel. Its composition included photographers, draftsman and 
language personnel and was augmented when necessary by specialists 
such as experts on bombs, weapons, planes, etc. The team w«p command
ed by the Officer-in-Ch^rge of JICPOA Team l*o. 25, part experi
ence enabled this group:. Tl) to m*ke accurate d^ily reports; (2)~ to ' 
compile a complete record of the enemy s ¦ organization of the ground;
(3) to obtain photographs, dravinge and sketches of installations 
and terrain; .and finally (4) to arrange for the collection of all 
weapons of particular intelligence value, . 

Intelligence collected by artillery vsp notably improved. 
The S-2 made full and proper use of the wealth of sources at his dis
posal including artillery forward observers, «ir observers, obser
vation posts and flash ranging. Hesultant reports were extremely 
valuable to Division, 

» 
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(b) Evaluation and Dlsgemln^tlon of Information. 

Subsequent to the issuance of the Division Intelligence? 
Annex nid while enroute to the target, the Division Intelligence 
Section prepared and distributed a study of the western Beaches and 
two nppfnr'ices to the Intelligence Annex to the Division Operation 
Order illwhich' an effort we made to analyze and present the latest 
intelligence garnered from aerial photographs and other sources in p 

clear and concise form.
/:**¦i. 

Benefiting by past experience, the initial dissemination 
of intelligence material for the operation ws effected direct to all 
m^jor units in sealed packages for further distribution after depart
ure from the HAWAIIANhren. /Intelligence re-c^ived after embarkation 
at PEARL FAR3OR and at .SAIPAN vag distributed direct to «11 ships for 
further distribution aboard. The pl^n *ras the most successful on^ 
used to date. 

At the target, even -though there vac less intelligence 
material: with which to work than on SAIPAK, the Division Intelligence
Section did a far sounder job of evaluation than before. Information 
was received from battalions and regiments in more accurate form than 
heretofore. Regimental intelligence reports were also better organiz
ed and gave a clearer picture than formerly. 

At Division CP, to dissemination, all intelligence£rior 
received wqs carefully but rapidly evaluated. Compilation and evalu
ation of Order of Battle information wai?. made a Language Section 
function. On D^plus-6, three days after Division OV 'wap established 
ashore, a detailed Order of Battle was published and given .wide dis
tribution. On D-plus-9, a. special report en-titled "Analysis of Orig
inal,"Enel-ray Dispositions and Subsequent Movements", we.. given similar 
dissemination. This- report was an attempt to present a graphic pic
ture of enemy units defending in this Division 1 s 7.one of action on 
D-day/ and to give a running story of how enemy units disintegrated 
or retreated, and what enemy units were believed remaining to oppose 
us. It was felt that only through such a. summary could troops and 
command ejrs alike visualize the nature of the enemy in contact. A 
special -collection of captured orders overlays in connection with 
the eneriy counterattack 'on the night of D-plus-18 (Q Karen), was also 
prepared, together with an analysis of enVmy operations during the 
attack. 

" ' • and periodic reports wereDivision intelligence ' .sound 
•a-c curate and remain as 'tangible evidence of their worth. 

Continuous telephonic contact with all units- and daily
liaison with higher, lo^er. and adjacent units made dissemination' 
rapid and efficient. 

— —
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(c) Comnuni cations. 

Initially each regimental S-^ was provided vith an SCR 
500 radio, for contact vith Division using -.the Division OP channel. 
Heavy initial losses of radio equipment necessitated the appropriation 
of the regimental sets allocated for intelligence sections. These 
radios could not be replaced during the operation. The speed and value 
of the information obtained from this temporary net while it was in 
operation opinionsconfirmed of its extreme value. 

Messages from the regiments reaching G--2 through regular 
radio channels were supplemented by- the radio dispatch summaries 
called 'for in Division Intelligence Memorandum Ho 5-44 and presented 
an adequate and clears picture, even though delivery of -regim-ental per
iodic reports was delayed. Radio ..communication vith VACLF was satis
factory and G-2 periodic reports were delivered each morning by offi
cer me-s'eenger. 

Vihen telephonic connections were established, the field 
¦telephone became the standard means of communication with regiments 

and VACLF, A separate .phone for the language Section permitted both 
'it and the Operations Section of G--? to function more efficiently. 

IProximity of"regimental CP's to Division permitted prompt- delivery: 
of all written reports and generally facilitated rapid communication. 

Communication with the Division OP throughout the opera
tion was by SCR 300 radio over the Divi.rion OP channel. 

(&) kiaison. 

On the day. that Division CP-va.s set up ashore, G--2 in
stituted the practice of-sending experienced officer daily to nsVe
 
a round of the regimental CP's, G~2, VACLF, and the C—2 T s of the 3rd
 
and ~sth Harine Divisions. By employment of this system the G-2 liai

•son officer could, collect as well as disseminate intelligence. Exper-
;
ience: .with -the procedure confirmed the belief that it iSa sounder
 

plan than to attach an officer from the C--2 Section to each regiment
al intelligence section .for an operation, where he becomes merely an 
assistant to the S-2, taking over the task, of dissemination which the, 

¦ ¦ 

¦ ¦section is capable of. performing. ; 
' .. 

Daily liaison with tha other .Divisions «nd VATL? per
mitted observation and comparison of. procedure -pnd methods of-func
tion of their various departments such as API, language, -etc,, result...... 

s •¦¦ing in a reciprocal exchange .of good,~idea-s. 

-~ 9 M2M9PB 
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In addition to. the regular liaison with r^gin-nts, 
JICPOA and language personnel either belonging to or attached to the 
G--2 Section, made daily round-ups of regimental CP !s to pick up docu
ments and materiel items of. intelligence value and' to confer with'reg-

¦imental intelligence officers.. 
' 

Corps liaison with Divisio- wns excellent. Frequent 
visits from officers in' the C-2 Section adequately supplemented commu
nication toy phone.. Liaison was also maintained by G--2," Expeditionary'***""- '¦ J

¦ 

¦Troops. " 

(c) Training and "Use of Personnel. 

(l) G-eneral. 
Spc-It is worthy of note that Division Intelligence 

tions entered this operation in a particularly strong position. A 
large portion of the original intelligence personnel v'oe intact. Three 
of the four Regimental S-2 1 s,, a large number of Battalion S~2's and 
virtually the entire G--2 Section hqd the background of intelligence
experience of ROI-KAHUR, SAIPAIT and TIKIAN, As a result trpining prior 
to the operation was- sound. 

Throughout the operation- -it ws evident that the intell
igence function was being performed with professional spe^d and accur
acy. Little direction was required, as personnel knew what to do snd 
did it. 

The G---2- Section operated on proved plans,: making minor 
adjustments to meet current contingencies. The plan of maintaining a 
strong, central reserve of intelligence personnel, assigning then 
where and when needed, was continued. 

(2) Photographic. 

Coordinating with the Navy photographic plan to cover 
this operation and benefiting by tried and experienced photographers, 

particularly detailed plan was m^de and followed to assure the best 
possible still and motion picture coverage. 

Enthusiastic appraisal received of the motion picture 
film flown, out is indication of the high standard of the film cover
age taken, . 

Regimental photographers trained in the 0-2 Photograph
ic School were augmented by G--2 photographers to assure coverage from 
the early assault stage throughout, the entire operation.-fe |a 
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Specific scenes were "shot to fit into pn educational 
1picture Division is making on prisoners of war, including their cap

ture, treatment and.- interrogation. 
*¦*< 

Quantities* of reconnaissance stills were taken by Div
ision, personnel from and ' to assist in terrainOY-1 planes from Op's
 
appreciation. •
 

A few statistics tell the etory: 

Hot lon picture film .exposed 

,I.6mm color. v,.19500 feet 
35mm black & white. ...2100 feet 

T0TAL......fe1400 feet 

Still film!exposures 

4 x 5 Pa ck5 1.,..1668 .total exposures.....139 
35mm. ........... 75 Rolls. .... 2190 total exposures
 

T0TAL...... 3858 

Aerial film exposed 

100 feet or 500 exposures. 

Contact prints and enlargements made during operation 

4 x 5 47 
8 x 10 (enlargements) 919 

TOTAL PRINTS 966 

In previous 'operations all film was forwarded undevel
oped and a very small percentage of prints ever returned to the Div
ision. Frequently, when copies were seen, they were incorrectly/ 

titled. During this operation all motion picture, Public Relations 
and action exposed film was flown out. All intelligence stills were 
reta.in.ed for proper screening and titling, and when forwarded, should 
prove of considerable intelligence value. They will als-o be of im
measurable value within the Division, in- accompanying special reports 
and Division education in general. ¦' 

(3) Language Personnel (permanent and attached) 

The officers permanently attached to Division operated 
successfully and smoothly within their 4|fc"ftt|n!ltfflVlfr*il^|êl 

?»? I 
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orglnally; selected for training in thn J»p«nese language wre unquest
' ionably excellent. The courses of study were good, particularly that 

at Cpmp SAVAGE, MINNESOTA. The results obtained by the instruction 
were remarkable. It must be remembered, however, that at the comple
tion of the course personnel had necessarily received only certain 
base elements of the Japanese language, a" framework -upon which to 
build. 

Since graduation further advancement has been dependent 
on: (l) actual contact during comparatively short action periods; (2) 
a orief period of practice at JICPOA; and ($) study during training 
periods within the section. The latter phase' has been of minimum value 
because of lack of instructors and suitable' space and the inability 
to obtain text books, . . 

Consequently, there has been an admittedly alarming de
crease in efficiency and fluency. There are a few cases where the .in
dividual has lost all but the most fragmentary knowledge of written 
and spoken Japanese. 

These comments are relatively applicable to the enlisted 
language personnel. Their basic instruction was only for six months. 

The attached JICPOA officer language personnel, with one 
exception, were occupied during the operation* in the. sorting, evaluat
ing and classification of captured documents. Their work was effici- '¦ 

ently and .expeditiously done and of great help in keeping a smooth 
flow of documents passing through the G-2 Section. The other officer 
contributed outstanding work in interrogation, due to his fullknow
ledge and fluency in the Japanese language.' 

? 

The great value of NISEI was demonstrated to all in con
tact with them during this operation. Their industry, initiative and 
ability to rapidly com-orehend the situation macVa them invaluable. 
Their command of .tho -Japanese language was even more conspicuous in 
view of the deterioration of the skill of the permanent personnel.
Thay were invaluable in making rapid translations, reading place names 
and personnel names (a study in itself), and in the interrogation of 
POVJ !s. They won the respect and friendship of all "the Marines with * 

whom they wore associated. 

(4) JICPOA 

The excellent organisation and function of JICPOA Team 
No. 25 was displayed throughout the operation. This well selected, 
ably trained, cooperative team- completely rounded out the veteran in
telligence organization and- is considered to be a tower of strength 
for a G—2 during an operation. 

— yj^m
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5. PRISONERS 

POlT's captured by the 4th Marine Division! 

Army,- including one 15tLt........ .'.32
 
Navy,... .-;........ .'...... .¦•¦. ..'...,.. 8
 
Koreans (Labor Bn Personnel) ..... . 4 

TOTAL, ,¦ 44 

Continuous indoctrination of. troops in the 'need of taking
prisoners paid dividends. Active measures were taken to capture prison
ers. Front" line units assisted fully, Insofar as compatible with-the 
military situation, in all attempts to induce other enemy troops to 
surrender. 

Short lines of communication facilitated the expediting 
of POTT's to regiments and then to Division. Length of time required
for passing through regiments was governed by the tactical valueto
the regiments of the information possessed by the' POW on hand. There 

•were no undue delays. . 

;- Processing at Division followed standard practice, medi
cal treatment, delousing, clothes, food and water. Detailed records 
were kept at the Division stockade. 

Prior to the operation a system of Interrogating POV s 
and 'writing reports was formulated, :T6ased on the experience of three 
previous operations. 

' 

all JapaneseBecause of the well established belief that 
are regimented throughout their lives, an experimental form was" devis
ed for the questioning of PQI7 1 s. The form was printed entirely in Jap
anese and adhered chiefly to personal and military questions, "the ans
wers to which could be easily and concisely filled out by the PQVT, At 
the beginning of the stockade questioning, one of the forms was handed 
to the POM with instructions to fillout the required information. 
Having been handed a form in his native tongue, which was typical of 
other forms he had been accustomed to, each POW without exception will
ingly cooperated. This initial cooperation carried on naturally into 
his subsequent relations''""'' with the interrogating officer's, and proved

¦* •¦'•of great value.' '; . 
' 

\ , 

Most* interrogations were done by a team consisting of one 
officer interpreter and one NISEI interpreter. For each interrogation 
each team "had as equipment the experimental form, an "Outline for In-

" 
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terrogation" (which delineated all possible; topics for questioning 
and provided a structure for the final report), a Target Atp.* nap, 
and a captured Japanese map with Japanese place names. This team 
system wps found ~%0 be the most effective in obtaining the greatest 
amount of information in -the shortest In this system the FISEItine. 
does the greater part of. the questioning while the officer guides the 
lines of the interrogation and takes notes;. The officer c^n follow' 
the information and remain clearheaded to contradictions or. to 
spot a "lead" for desired information. 

POX's not only showed no surprise or resentment when. 
questioned by NISEI interrogators but seemed particularly pleased to 
find some one of their own race in whom. they- could confide. 

In one instance a POVJ was found who was extremely re
luctant to talk. An interesting experiment wps conducted to make him 
more communicative. One of the NISEI, interpreters was placed with the 
POW and "represented himself as a Jap POW captured at SAIPM. He told 
a glowing story of his treatment and the treatment of" other- POW 1.$ .and 
how he himself had risen to a position of trust and usefulness in our 
organization."- The POTT, reacted favorably and became one of our most 
valuable sources of information* 

Two of the first POW 1 s captured were kept at the Div
ision stockade until the end of the. operation because of their will
ingness to assist. Th-?se two prisoners' were a fouritain of information 
and an immeasurable help in indoctrinating P.OW !s. After a dpy or so 
in the stockade all POW's , without exception,; volunteered' to help us 
in getting their comrades to surrender/ Several were willing to.re
enter the enemy lines to accomplish this end. 

> 

Valuable information wa obtained 'from the prisoners. 
The first ones provided information concerning the number of enemy 
troops, the enemy supply situation and enemy tactics. Later POW 1 s 
substantiated information given by the first prisoners and were ex-, 

tremely helpful in giving information on order of .battle, locations 
of various units, lines- of defense and strong points of resistance, 
casualties, locations of.CP's nnd OP's and the. location and descrip
tion of rocket, mortar and artillery positions. General information 
not of imnediste tactical v^lue was obtained during the course 
of the interrogation. 

With the personal shelp pnd information of ono POTT, a 
ravine In the final pocket of resistance wps t^knn in two hours. An-

pother POV, familiar with the second ravine of the pocket, drew 
sketch showing location of caves in the ravine and number -of troops
in'each # The pocket was overrun the next day. J i±j*%m M 

s 
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POV interrogation reports vere distributed to 'higher 
echelons, other Divisions and regiments. In cases . where reports con
tained information of especial interest or importance, larger dissem
ination ws given. 

4. CAPTURED DOCUMENTS AND MATERIAL. 

As on past operations, indoctrination of all- Division 
personnel as to the value of captured enemy documents proved its 
merit. Officers and men showed a. keen interest in the collection of 
documents and often too1:, extra measures to expedite maps and papers 
to intelligence sections. 

Tvo factors, however, operated against .a wealth of mat-
action, diderial being collected. First* the Division 7,one of not con 

tain the huge bulk of documents found in previous operations, and eec 
ond, those Caches which presumably did exist ,in underground CP ls were 
blown shut and buried during the assault or mop-up t Where possible,
intelligence patrols searched cavefe and underground establishments, 
but it:viil take we?ks, and possibly months, of patient work to un
earth documents in by-passed positions* . 

* ... 
The original scarcity of- documents can be attributed 

almost wholly to the enemy's security consciousness. Several POW 1 c 
told us that all classified material was burned and destroyed during 
the naval bombardment phase. Documents and diaries confirmed this 
s.tory. This was the first concrete evidence this Division h»s encount 
ered that the enemy is making strides in this direction. 

Although constantly hampered by these two factors of 
scarcity of material and increasing enemy security, translators were 
able to piece together much worthwhile information. Document files, 
letters and diaries helped assemble the- Order of Battle, maps provid
ed lucrative targets for artillery, and captured orders gav^ some 
idea of the enemy's strength and capabilities. One set of maps and 

¦messages removed from enemy de^d by-BLT 2/23 following the largeecale 
counterattack on the night of¦' D-plue-18 permitted translators to re
construct the attack and enabled G--2 accurately to evaluate the rer 
suits. 

;Captured enemy documents, Respite their scarcity, again
proved a valuable source of intelligence, In addition, 17 se^bags of 
culled material ware sent to JICPOA for further evaluptipn. 
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Materiel. -The only materiel fl.ctus>.lly handled and col
lected by intelligence personnel was that which had definite intell
igence value, such as new weapons. After such finds h^d been inspect
ed they were turned over to .JXCPOA/ All other materiel located by in
telligonce was reported to JIGPOA, for Inspection and collection.. 

r5. PROPAGANDA. 
k 

Results of our .propaganda on IVO JIMA were disappoint
ing. Of the 44 prisoners, taken -by . this Division., one had actually 
seen our leaflets; seven others said they were Influenced to surrend

¦er by oral propaganda." . " " 

Unless we are to- make the assumption that the Japanese 
possess, a psychology utterly different from th°t of other peoples and 
are' therefore impervious to .the power of suggestion, these fncts in— 
dica.te the need for a reappraisal of our propaganda, methods. The fact 
that only one of the total number of POVP's saw our leaflets is a 

measure of the feebleness of our efforts and suggests the desirabil
ity of improving the technique . of dissemination. One of the basic 
facts of effective propaganda is reiteration.. If-a. person hears an 
idea as new and startling as surrender is to.'.the.. Japanese a. 'single 
tine, it is certain to.be dismissed without, 'further' thought. But if 
it..ls pounded into his .consciousness like a rivet, it is likely to 
become disturbing nay his behaviour at critical mom"" and influence a 
ent. It-must be "remembered that the force of pur 'propaganda willbe
come greater a.s- the operation progresses and the enemj^ situation be
comes increasingly desperate, and our efforts should take advantage 
of this fact and be brought to a crescendo at the psychological mom
ent. Hoy great the possibilities of propaganda ore is suggested by 
the fact that the idea th»t they could surrender had not bccured to 
four POV's until they heard our broadcasts. ¦•;. 

Our propaganda has been given only a- nominal trial. 
Under the circumstances it is impossible to make a judgment on its 
content. .. • ' 

Amplification equipment was repeatedly used by Division 
to .induce surrender. The effort usually drew" fire 'and vag frequently
minimized oy.the difficulties of . the terrain. Broadcasts from 'LCI(G) 's 
were admittedly heard by some POW'e. 

•Unfortunately, 40 of the 50- rounds of artillery shells 
loaded with propaganda, were lost ~oy enemy action.^ The 10 rounds left 
were, employed 'at p critical time with unknown results. H«d more • 

shells been so loaded they would certainly have been employed.
> 
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6. COUNTERIKTSLLIGSKCH]. 

(a.) Own, 
< 

Counterintellign'nce on this- operation was not as effect
ive as it might have been. Captured- documents and "POV interrogation
disclosed that -the enemy knew IVO JIKA was to be attacked "an:^nd had 
accurate estimate as :to the tine place the attack would* be de
livered and generally the forces 'involved. The POV s and documents 
did not indicate the source of this intelligence. It may have be-^n 
the result of a sound estimate of the situation. However, it is re
iterated that counterintelllgence not complete. 

Division exercised scrupulous care to insure that there 
be no leaks of the 'Operation. Dissemination of target information was 
limited strictly to a designated list of officers to whom knowledge, >. 
was absolutely essential in order to conduct the proper planning; and 
this group was specifically ordered to Insure that' 'all material rela
tive to the target be giv^n security consistent ¦•'•with its To-p Secret"••

¦ •classification. 
' 

When the preliminary plan was drawn up for "Island X", 
Division believed that the Air »nd Gunnery- Target Map issued for the 
purpose, though and showing only the southern ..portion of 
IWO JlilA, was too obvious for general use, due to the peculiar shape
of the . SURI3ACHI knob. Of the 1000 copies received, o'nl^>pof pxinate.
ly 25 were issued to major unit commanders, '.-.•" 

During this time knowledge of details of the 'operation, 
seeping into the Division through unofficial channels- from outside 
sources, complicated the problems of security and, rendered them much 
more difficult. 

Target intelligence materials being received -.at this 
time, .'including large quantities of maps, photographs and other mat-
erial,.'were closely guarded. Vary limited distribution was made to 
the 

'

approved and authorized list only. Materials for subsequent dis
tribution were delivered in sealed packages to CO1 s of raiments and 
independent battalions. Detailed instructions were given .to each re
cipient unit to insure proper security in repackaging for the unit'.e. .' 
own distribution to its" elements which would" be separately embar^.ed. 
Allsuch material was packaged and sealed and covered by. strict orders 
that the seals would not' 'be broken' until final departure* -from'" the" * 
HAWAIIAN Area. 

" 
: ' 
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During the rehabilitation period at PEARL HARBOR afte* 
the rehearsal, it was apparent that the target and details of the 
operation were openly discussed ashore. Though open discussions were 
forbidden in. the Division it wa-e impossible to keep the., information 
from Division personnel while on liberty ashore. 

A counterint^lligence plan ordered by VACLF wfls effect
ively executed. By this plan, an immediate study was ordered of another 
objective. Khile it succeeded in causing considerable consternation 
within the Division it is questionable whether its late release. wflp 

sufficient to counter the prevalent rumor ashore. 

, Counterintelligence function enroute and at the target 
was generally satisfactory. . 

Front line Units were carefully, indoctrinated in the 
absolute necessity of preventing compromise of our maps, orders and 
other documents, and it is believed that no maps, or documents were 
lost to the enemy within this Division1 s zone of action. On two.occa
sions, when BLUE observation -planes were shot down close to our front 
lines patrols were sent out to tlirp-lanes at considerable risk1 of life 
to bring back or destroy any compromising documents. 

The employment or effect of extensive camouflage in 
areas behind the front line was largely minimized due to fact th»t' 
most of the C? f s and all rear areas were totally, exposed arid in the 
open. The e.nmey enjoyed commanding ground x for Op's overlooking at 
short range the .'entire Division zone of action until after the cap
ture of Hill382. : 

During the operation a careful check was kept on our 
radio transmission; and although much material was. sent in modified 
clear, discrimination was used, and it is believed .that the enemy 
obtained no compromising information by monitoring our transmissions. 

One report from the 14th Marines suggested that a tele
phone line might have been tapped and a enr^tured enemy document further 
suggests this possibility. The document did not indicate that informa
tion gained was of any importance. Generally, translations indicated 
that the enemy. 1 s, combat information was as inaccurate as usual. 

Unlike the MARIANAS Operation, there were no cases re
ported of the enemy attempting to use our passwords. On one occasion 
groups did try to infiltrate our line by crying "Corpsmanl ", and 
approaching" our lines carrying a stretcher. 

-
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Instances were reported of the enemy's using our front 
line markers to sight in on, and one case was reported of observing a 
Jap soldier making off with one of our panels-. 

Censorship. Censorship rules and regulations for the 
operation issued by VACLF .were timely and complete. 

(t>) Shemy counter intelligence. 

The enemy on this operation was markedly more security 
conscious than on any previous operation. This is shown not only by 
the failure of the Division to make the rich hauls of intelligence 
materials "which had been previously made, but also 'by the enemy's own 
testimony. 

Numerous, oa-otured documents directed the destruction 
of all classified documents and valuable materiel, even going so far 
as to set out priority of destruction and means to be used, POVT1 s de
clare also that they were instructed^ to this effect and that instruc
tions were carried out. 

Evidence was also received that most of the enemy's 
radio transmission was in code and that he frequently avoided the use 
of radios for important messages. 

This new attitude' on security, however, has apparently 
not caused instructions to be issued to troops- concerning information 
to be divulged by prisoners. POVT-1 s on this operations talked as freely 
as those on previous operations.. 

After D-day the enemy' s principal camouflage was cover 
and concealment. He made full and excellent use of rough terrain, 
rocks, tree roots *nd debris. Enemy targets were difficult to observe. 

7. PUBLIC RELATIONS. 

Distribution of Public Relations personnel through the 
Division followed the plan for previous operations, with,minor changes 
to.cover tank and amphibian tractor units. The Radio Recording Team, 
a new unit of the section, was assigned to the Tank Battalion to take 
advantage of the ease of ship-to— shore- movement from an LSH and to 
secure recordings from the tank radio net. .* 

A new system for collecting and forwarding copy, as 
established by higher echelon, was used on the rehearsal for the oper
ation and worked successfully, At the critique of the rehearsal, how
ever, the suggestion was made by Division and Corps PRO's that the 

¦ 
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plan vps adapted to a .landing against light opposition and that ah 
alternate plan should provide for the use- of control vessels as col
lecting stations. This .suggestion was not accepted and no alternate
plan was adopted. .-..*¦ • 

Some nine civilian TTar "Correspondents were embarked 
with the Division either at rehearsal or at the- final stag-the area 
ing area, and insofar as pernit'ted .by- the exigencies of the : situation 
and orders from higher echelon, arrangements were made for their land
ing in accordance with their wishes. 

AllDivision Public Relations -personnel landed gener
ally ng scheduled. -One conbat correspondent became a casualty immedi
ately after landing and another on' the fourth day. The planned chan
nels of forwarding copy broke down immediately with the" failure of, the 
press boat fron the Flagship to arrive at the beach and the evacuation 
of the VACLF collection station' after a direct hit on its shelter. 

On the fir-st day three stories and one film pack were 
forwarded to the Flagship, using control vessels np ..forwarding sta
tions. Two of the stories were picked up immediately by the wire ser
vices and were among the first eyewitness accounts to reach the 
UNITED STATES by radio. 

On P—tdlus—la Press Headaurrters' wnr established at 
Beach Y3LLOV One-. Jntra-division collection arrangements were util
ized to get copy :to this Press Headcuaittprs, and couriers carried 
press material-, twice daily from the "beach to the Flagship using press
boats when available and "hitch-hi>ing n otherwise. The two assault 
Divisions alternated in sending men for this function. After the es
tablishment of VACLF C? ashore, the higher echelons collected material 
twice daily from all three Divisions, picking all material up at the 
4th Division C? . -. . 

The Section 1 s Radio' Recording Te^m landed on the even
ing of D-plus-1. Recordings had be«n made from the Tank Battalion 
radio net and during several runs to. the beach. Much material of the 
highest value vfls secured from these sources. The film-type recorder 
was destroyed by enemy fire during the night of D-plus-2 and there
after the wire-type Recorder i*v»p used exclusively. 

m 

Civilian !-Jar Correspondents planned andlanded as used 
the copy collection channels for their material. Most of them divided 
their time between gathering material ashore and writing it up aboard 
ship. After the establishment' of the Division CP ashore, at least 
three Civilian Correspondents stayed ashore continuously, and lived at 
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the Public Relations office and dugout in Division CP. (Because the 
Division CP did not displace, there was opportunity to build a work
able, blackout shelter.) 

During the assault phase of the operation, the follow
ing totals were produced and forwarded: 

Stories... *.... 541 
Film packs 81 
Records (film) 6 
Records (wire) 21. 

-
Allmaterial was made available to civilian correspondents. 

The following comments and recommendations are drawn
 
from the experience gained during the operation:
 

(a) Copy Collection. Copy collection plans were well laid 
and might have worked in an operation involving lighter opposition.
They did not work well at ITO JIMA, and complicated arrangements had 
tp. be devised at short notice on the beach. It is recommended that in 
future operations plans for copy collection include the use of a con
trol vessel offshore as a collection .station and as a place- for corre
spondents to write and that an alternate plan be included in the copy
collection arrangements. 

, (b) Equipment. The Public Relations Section has the assign
ed mission of covering, by stories, pictures, and recordings, the act
ivities of the entire Division from the time of landing until the sec
uring of the operation, and the additional duty of providing working 
facilities and transportation for civilian correspondents assigned to 
the Division. The equipment deemed necessary by higher echelons for 
the fulfilment of this' assigned mission includes two Jeeps and a black
out tent. Had the distances been longer, a second jeep would have been 
an urgent necessity; and had the Division CP ever been displaced, the 
lack of a blackout tent would have caused serious difficulties and 
much deserved newspaper space might have been lost. 

(c) Radio Recording. The operation of the radio recording 
team was entirely satisfactory, and 'plans' followed in this operation
willbe followed again. In an operation over a greater area, present
transportation assigned to the Section willnot be adequate. The Radio 
Recording Section will require practically the full time use of one 
vehicle. It is recommended that the portable recording equipment be 
standardized, that the use of either the wire or the film-type, record
er be discontinued, and that an additional " be issued to eachrecorder

¦Division- to provide a spare. _ 
-- 21 lINCLASSIFP 
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8. THE ENSIoY" 

(a) Organization, for Defense 

The defensive organization of IVO JIM reflects consider
able credit on the Japanese Island 'Commander, Lieutenant G-ensral 
KURIBAYASHI. 

From observation of the enemy 1 s defenses and from captured 
documents 11^ was evident that he had profited by the experience of 
his previous' defeats and that he had made a sound estimate of the 
situation. He had anticipated our heavy preliminary air and naval 

¦bombardments and his eventual loss of air control, and had prepared 
his defensive plans accordingly; Documents captured on SAIPAN showed 
that the enemy gave IWO JIMA a priority on cement, steel and rein
forcements. 

The perimeter defense doctrine previously employed by the 
enemy, with its objectives (l) of preventing a Blue landing and (2) 
in case a Blue landing was effected, of destroying it by a combined 
counterattack, was discarded as obsolete. In its place, it would ap
pear that the enemy had adopted as his mission (l) to prevent a Blue 
landing on any beach and (2) in case a landing was effected, to deny 
Blue use of airbase facilities for as long as possible and to make 
the Blue conquest as costly as possible. 

The new type of plan included the following fundamentals: 
(l) Construction throughout the Island of massive de

fensive positions artfully concealed and capable of withstanding 
everything bu£ a direct hit from a heavy caliber weapon. 

(2) Construction of sufficient underground caves and 
tunnels to be able to house all personnel underground during an at
tack. 

(3):Maintaining heavy and accurate anti-aircraft fire 
during the preliminary phase in order to compel Blue air attacks to 
be made from high levels co that damage would be minimized and prin
cipal installations would be intact for employment when our actual 
landing was made. 

(4) Distributing personnel, ammunition., food and water 
so that no movement above ground would be necessary after our attack 
commenced. 

(5) Strongly augmenting coast defense guns and artil
lery by many mortars and rockets so that heavy concentrations could 
be maifn"&ained from varied and unseen position's. (This would eliminate 
the task of displacing artillery to the rear which the enemy had found 
impossible to perform on SAIPAN). 

- +* .* 22 v% 
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In actuality, the enemy prepared an elaborate defense in 
depth, making maximum use of the terrain. Within the Division 1 s zone 
of action several hundred pillboxes were spotted. There vere many 
massive reinforced concrete blockhouses and covered artillery posit
ions, all with deadly fields of fire, »11 mutually supporting and 
generally covered with many feet of sand. Sea approaches were covered 
by many dual purpose, coast defense and anti-bo^t guns, many of which 
were installed in well camouflaged massive reinforced concrete block
houses. 

Artillery, largo mortars and rockets were so empla.ced 
as to cover all the beaches *nd the entire Division's zone of action. 
Many of the rocket and mortar positions constructed below ground had 
s firing aperture of less th^n two feet, making it a. virtual imposs
ibility to" observe them and reoxuiring a direct hit to neutralize them. 
Observation poets covering the Entire Division1 s zone of action were 
located on high ground, where the enemy had hollowed out *nd lined 
with concrete the tops of hills. Gun positions were provided with 
complete pre-registration data. 

Defenses were prepared for attacks from varied directions. 
The deep emplacements which protected the guns confined their fields 
of fire but" supporting installations were alvpys so constructed th»t 
the attacker wg exposed to multiple fires when he attempted to capt
ure a position. Gun ports were generally sited to have defilade from 
the direct fire from Blue ships* 

Communications were maintained by trenched wire, radios,
 
pigeons, and dogs, and a labyrinth of underground tunnels was con
structed connecting all areas. One of these tunnels wrs explored
 
for 800 yards, and 14 entrances were .found? it housed two battalion
 
command posts and v^s equipped with lights and telephones.
 

Mine fields were employed at well selected locations and
 
were invariably covered by fire.
 

The following installations dimctly covering BLUE and 
YELLOW Beaches,. upon which Division landed, were captured and ident

t

ified by the Division in an area approximately 2500 yards long by 
1000 yards deep: 

10 reinforced concrete blockhouses 
7 covered artillery positions 

80 pillboxes 

These positions included the following direct fire
•weapons 

7 120mm coastal defense guns 
2 -120m- short coastal defense EUl#|E|rtl A f^C*MHIfTIY 
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4 120nm Dual ?ur*oope guns 
1 80mm Dual P'irpore run 
1 70nni 3nttal±on Howitzer-
6 4^mm Anti-Tan 1-?: Anti-3oat guns-
;3 37 mm inti-Tnn> Anti-80-1 puns 

19 25mn Twin Mount Machine nms 
1 13nm 11*3 chine gun 

Unquestionably there .vere many more -oo pitionp anel 
veapons ¦?'*&!clr-caiild hot. 'he identified because of the .destructive"-ef
fect of the bombardments. . • .' 

Strong underground defensive positions vere constructed
 
to cover oy direct fire- both e^et pnd. vest benches and the .terraces
 
inland from then, numerous veil enpl^csd positions vere_also con
structed n t :i:t, BURIB^CHI nnd overlooking the 3o^t Bopin to
 
enfilade the'-bo^t lanes the entire eastern be»ch.
 

The high ground between AirfieldsITo. 1 To. '2 Tr^s
 
highly organized vith nin°fieldfa nutu^liy supporting oillbo.Tep
 
vhich h^d fields of fire covering the eppt b^ch^p «nd p-ooroochep 
inland, a d?ep' cross— island defense v^p built fron T~I^ArTA 3a y to 
the East Boat s'asin.' This sector v^p ger-^r^lly organized on high 
ground overlooking the ;be^ches -^nd o-o^ro^ch^-p therefrom, ptre^-.Ti 

•vith r>n typ'?s of nine p. It v^p. organized to rcovsr n Blue landing 
from either the e^pt or T 'ept be.^chep .rrA vhile-held, denied our 
forces to the major portion of the Ipl^nd\*nd the upe of either 
airfield fnd retained' for the ener 1:; virtually all of the high ground 
for observation the rough terrain for cover *nd conoe^lnent. 

I'orth of this cropp-isl^nd def^npive sector, the ex
tremely rough terrain found in the eastern, bulge -'of the Island and in 
its north and nor thvap tern tip veil organized, vith much under
ground construction. 

' 

Defensive organization for final resistance 
centered around hea-druarters df higher echelon units found in e^ch of 
the tvo sectors. Artillery, rocV.^t, mortar, pnd. «nti-aircraf t 'posit

-
Tions Tere scatter ec! throughout the sector?. The. center of the 

Island north of the cross-island defense ''¦'-f flat pn^. ooen. Thip soft 
va s piececoot, hove ver, protected by a highly organized ' of liigh 

ground just north of the center ¦of Airfield 'i-'o. ?-. ¦ 

¦The crop s-ial^nd def enpe • v.np anchored on Hill383, Just 
The . purf^cevest of Airfield l'-o. -2-.-
' 

.of this hill.f^p deeply cut by a 
labyrinth of vinding, _•• erosion— made crevices. . H«re the enemy -or epa red 
p> defense to vithst^nd ag^ins.t '.app.ault or bombardnent by air," land-, 
or sea. OD-porvation .posts, radar and ¦anti-aircraft positions v«re' 
placed on top of the -ill.. Deep tunnels cut into the side? 1 of the 
crevices afforded -perfect shelter for personnel and material. Con
crete facsd c^ves T"'ere"dv\g"into the crevice vni\e to cover- the pp~-proaches to 'the .Kill-.->nd..its interior .net T ror v.. ..... , . v.
 

--
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Tanks and 47mm anti-tank guns >Tere dug~in on the per

imeter of the Killand installed insldn the Killin craftily selected 
positions in the crevices where they would h^ve long fire lanes cover
ing vital exterior approaches, "he defense -wq p prepared for an.at
tack from the wept, south or east. From the vest, the attacker w«.s
forced'to" approach 1500 yards of n flat airfield, which in turn 
had to be approached across 700 yards of gradually sloping b^re vol
canic ash. The approach' from the south wa§ dominated by p steep 
rocky ridge line later knoT<rn as "Ch^rle-Dog Ridge" *nd a natural 
amphitheater some seventy feet high. Southeast and e*st of Hill382 
vpp a weird mass of rocky volcanic outcrpppings, deeply furrowed 
vith narrow gullies running to the coast in a southeasterly direction. 
This area in the origins! aerial photographic coverage .va g so-- densely 
covered with vegetation th^t its surface an unknown quantity. In 
it, the enemy prepared his most elaborate underground works. 

There were no "lines" as such in the enemy's defense. In
stead, he prepared strongpoints or fortified .area, c which would require 
the attacker to fight bitterly for every foot .of "advance vher'e 
the attacker would oe under prepared fires through the entire advance. 

(to) Conduct of Defense 

Fron ' translation .of captured documents. it wo S revealed 
that the enemy knew of the size of our forces and when they left the 
KA^AIIAK Area, Prior to the preliminary bombardment he '«P under
ground and ready. Preliminary reconnaissance missions by underwater 
demolition teams were met with severe enemy-fire. 

The initial ship-to-shore movement w.ne met with well dir
ected fires, although most 

4. 

of the 120mm coastal defense guns had been 
knocked out by our preliminary bombardment. T7ith the entire "barren 
and steeply sloping "beach area under observation, thQ placed 
well directed and pre-registered artillery, rocket and mortar fire 
over our entire beachhead. The enemy wps almost never seen in person 
and only his larger positions 'could be observed, A multitude of 
varied positions and weapons "firing direct fire missions between the 
bench; .*nd the pirfifeid"-continued firing until individually captured, 
taking full advantage of our slow, and difficult progress through the 
be^ch mine fields the henvy volcanic "nsh. 

Phase two of the enemy's defense covered our advance, "be-"
 
yond the be^ch over the' ground between Airfields No. 1 arid No.
 

¦2 and the north and easterly advance from the Quarry north of the 
Sast Boat tfa.sin. Hoade and routes of advance were obstructed by mine 
fields. Flat sandy area's- were swept by "flush-deck" pillboxes -which 
often protruded only a foot above the ground. A machine gun battalion, 
with large numbers of inf.*n.tr,.y .troops, occupying these "pi-llboxe-s; de
fended until the 'last pillbox vng. djestr.oye.d~ and all the x>prsonnel slain. 

25 UNCIASSIFIEb
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Utilizing the rougher ground to the northeast, 37 »nd 47mm antI-tank 
¦ guns fired from reinforced concrete covered positions rith deadly
 
effect. Each of these positions wp in turn covered by as m^ny °p
 

ten pillboxes, and the entire vps still subject to observed
 
and directed fires from the inland concealed mortar, rocket and art
illery positions. 

Phase three of the defense centered around Hill382 
vprand the "Amphitheater". According to a prisoner of these posit

ions were prepared by the 2nd Mixed Brigade Engineering Unit, vere 
regarded as' the strongest and most elaborate ones on the Island, 

con-,Commanding hillfaces Ye"re holloaed' out and lined with reinforced 
cr.ete for observation posts ».nd for .anti-tank guns and machine guns. 
Three tiers of such positions were constructed Across .the entire face 
of the "Amphitheater". Thousands of feet; of. tunnels -and cavos 
provided, as reinforced concrete command posts* and hospitals, 

¦all deeply imbedded below ground. 

Up to this point there had been no 'line;11 the entire area
 
was mine— strewn, booby-trapped -and. covered by fire from innumerable
 
mutually supporting" direct fire positions and subjected to observed
 
artillery, rocket and" mort°r fire. There had been no retirement or
 
surrender of enemy personnel. 2a.cn enemy position fought tillit
 
was individually destroyed and all personnel killed.
 

As the pivotal point of the Irl^nd1 s defensive system, 
Hill382 and the "Amphitheater" were defended even more fiercely *nd
 
effectively than the preceding areas. Several times. the enemy lost
 
Hill382 to our troops, but he pushed them off its peaks or out of Its 
crevices by a flare-up of intensive rifle, machine-gun and -grenade 
fire from the fortified caves or by a tremendo.us barmg« from the 
heavy mortars or rockets, -which all had ore-registration datp on this 
key terrain feature. At night, fantastic hand-to-hand fighting raged, 
with grenades and satchel charges being tossed- up and down through /[ 

r 5
;the crevices. It *&s only after th* cave -and tunnel entrances had 

been. sealed shut by demolitions th^t the last en^my resistance on
 
the Hilldied out. .at th-° "Amphitheater" continued for
 
even a longer period of time. Hlnemy riflemen and machine gunners
 
were extremely accurate., and the difficulties of the open approach
 
to the of "Amphitheater" the Even
tiers the 

1" complicated problem. 
after the ".'Amphitheater' itself. vas taken, the "Pocket", a small strip 
of terrain running In Target Area 184F from FINAHI-to "Turkey Knob", 
Just east of the "Amphitheater", continued to hold out. This strip 
wae completely covered by our fire, but its defenses were not des

•troyed for several days after our front lines had progressed beyond 
it/ Ithas been' the experience of this Division that engineer troops, 
f-Then they are occupying positions *iiich they have pr^p^red for them
selves, create by far the -hardest strongpolnts for Assault to t»ke. 
The fight for Hill382 and the "Amphitheatnr" definitely confirms this 
opiniprr.v ..; . . 

!»V'-..;¦¦'¦it. .-;:;" . - 26  HIIPI A^rjrjrr 
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There had been no real counterattacks. Captured documents 
*nd prisoners of war secured at the close of this Dha.se disclosed 
that the command had forbidden counterattacks, retirement or surren

in January,der, and that the defense had been rehearsed in detail 
1945, exactly as it was being fought. 

i 

Phase four of the def.ense included the fight around TAMAN^ 
YAMA (directly east of Hill382, in the vicinity of 201PPRV) and 
MINAMI Village (southeast of the "Amphitheater" in 184FGKL). Both 
of these areas had constituted headquarters locations for both army 
and navy troops and were well dug-in. The defense can be best des
cribed by quoting an extract from G--2 Periodic Report Number 63, 
dated 6 Harch, 1945, 

"As a result of a. close study Of the enemy's re
cent defensive action, aided by observation from OP's and air 
reconnaissance, the following explanation is suggested of the 
enemy's defense in this Divs ZofA. The enemy remains below 
ground in his maze of communicating tunnels throughout our pre
liminary arty fires. When the fire ceases he pushes OP's out 
of entrances not demolished by our fires. Then choosing a suit
able exit he moves as many men. arid weapons to the surface ar he 
can, depending on the cover and concealment of that area, often 
as close as 75 yards from our front. As our troops advance to
ward this point he delivers all the fire at his disposal, rifle, 
HG- and mortar. When he has inflicted sufficient casualties to 
pin down our advance he then withdraws through his underground 
tunnels most of his forces, possibly leaving a few machine gun
ners and mortars. Meanwhile our Bn CO has coordinated his dir
ect support weapons and delivers a concentration of rockets, 
mortars and arty. Our tanks then push in, supported by infan
try. When the hot soot is overrun we find a handful of dead 
Ja.DS and few if any enemy weapons. While this is happening, 
the enemy has reioea-ted the -process and another sector of our 
advance is engaged in a vicious fire fight, and the cycle con
tinues. Supporting indications to these deductions are: 

"(l) When the hot spot is overrun we find far too few 
dead enemy to have delivered the fire encountered in overrun
ning the position; 

• "(2) we find few if any enemy weapons in the position 
overrun but plenty of empty shell cases; 

(3) We find many tunnel entrances, some caved £n, 
all appearing deep

" and well prepared, some electric light
wires; 

"(4) During the cycle, close air and OP 
¦ 

observation 
detects no enemy surface movement." 

This proved to be nn accurate estimate of the enemy's 
actual practice... ¦¦;¦-; : 

: miilHl AJM%.If*iJPHkA prisoner of war captured at I*!^1 *!^InJRf ff^^Ellfl^W--27 UflllLoiiiwlOlf" 
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statement 

"After the present defensive positions have been 
breached, night counters tta eke can be expected from large 
numbers of reserves still in the northern end of the Island. 
General counterattacks are discouraged by command ,as long 
as gun or mortar positions nre intact. After permanent po
sitions have been overrun by our troops (Marines) counter
attacks are to be made at the discretion of unit commanders." 

highly organized defensive positions around TAK^KA. J?heYAKA and .IitrJAHI vere being breached and nearly overrun--* by 9' March 
and the enemy was being compressed in a .manner beyond -his endurance. 
Preceded by a heavy concentration of mortars and rockets he made 
a deeper" te counterattack on the night of 9 March in the left and 
center sectors of the Division zone of action. From identifications 
established and from captured documents it was evident that elements 
of the 310th and 314th ''Independent Infantry Battalions, 3rd Battalion,

:145th Infantry and personnel of the-N»v«l Land Forces had planned a :
coordinated counterattack, across the entire front in the Division 
zone of action. Communication breakdowns and lack of -contact, how
ever, caused some 'of the units on the left to fail ta4.unip.,-o.f t.^,:L The 
attack was completely repulsed,, with over 800 enemy troops killed, 

¦and the backbone of the- enemy s coordinated defense vag broken. • 

Phase five of the defense constituted the final fight, in 
the area between the last position and the sea. In this area tho 
enemy had previously taken advantage of the concealment afforded by 
the once luxurious foliage to dig large- numbers of deep personnel 
caves and tunnels. H?* 'had also made wide distribution of heavy
rocket-, and mortar ammunition. . Taking advantage of this unbelievably 
rocky terrain. and the debris caused by combined bombardment the enemy 
fought to the death. The area was infested with snipers, machine gune, 
mortars and rockets. The rockets were launched from rough board 
troughs from caves in the sides of deep volcanic ..crevices. While 
their fires could neither be directed nor observed for more than a 
hundred yards, their volume- plwsys made them a casualty producing 
agency. From their many' totally concealed positions, enemy troops 
held their fire until our troops were very clo,se by. Their accuracy 

"'¦¦ throughout was deadly, particularly at the- close range. 

Throughout three-fourths of the operation enemy anti
aircraft fire from hidden positions vpg accurate and brought several 
Blue planes down in the Division's zone of action. 

(c) Units in Contact 

According to th<=> captured map of oneray units "arid positions 
prepared by 'Fifth Amphibious Corp eLand ing Force on 5 March, 1945, 
this- Division 1 c zone of ac.tion included the Japanese "southern" 
sector and'., the' bulk 'of the "eastern" sector, ci the fto^-SP4ft-HWfce-tors 
into tehlch 'the Island *Wlir«Jw« 8 -divided. *' <+ a 

¦/i * Jiff m Mw^ " 
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Opposition on the benches consisted principally of approx
imately two companies of the 509th Independent Infantry Battalion, 
some elements of the Ist Battalion, 145th Infantry Regiment, and as
sorted Naval Anti-Aircraft, Construction and Guard Force personnel, 
who were defending fixed emplacements on terraces . As our ' the forces 
moved into the north section of Target Area 165 and into Target Areas 
166, 185, the full strength of the 309th Battalion was encountered 
and destroyed. Emplacements of the supporting Bth Independent Anti-
Tank Battalion, in target area 183, were overrun and personnel des
troyed. Elements of the 12th Independent Anti-Tank Battalion were 
met between Airfields Ko. 1 and No". 2.. The 2d Independent Machine 
G-un Battalion, defending an area roughly centered at the junction of 
Target Areas 165, 166, 182, and 183, in support of the 309th Inde
pendent Infantry Battalion, was annihilated. 

As: we advanced into Target Area. 183, moving northeast, 
units of the 310th Independent Infantry Battalion were encountered, 
plus 2d Mixed Brigade. Engineer and Signal personnel. Contact with 
Naval units was infrequent except that a Naval Guard Force Intendance 
Headquarter b in Target Area 183 was overrun. . The heart of the enemy 
resistance was met at KIDAN IVA, (Hill382), and TAHANA YAMA, (201 1 

i	 
PQVR). Well entrenched here were the bulk of the 310th' Battalion, 
plus the supporting 11th Independent Anti-Tank Battalion; the 3d 
battalion of the 145th Infantry Regiment; 2d Mixed Brigade Headquarters 
and Engineer unit; and a strong naval reserve force consisting of 
Guard and Land Force troops, plus some construction personnel. 

After elements of these unite abandoned their positions 
to counterattack' on the night of D-plus-18 (9 March), units of the 
314th Independent Infantry Battalion, which had been in reserve, 
pocketo* artillery personnel, and remnants of the oth^r forces were 
destroyed in Target Area 185., 

Artillery firing into the 4th Division's zone of action 
consisted "of the Ist, 3d, and 4th Batteries, 2d Mixed Brigade Art
illery (plus one 120mm howitzer platoon) ; the 3d Medium Mortar 
Battalion; Ist, 2d, and 3d Batteries, 145th Regiment 'Artillery;Ist 
Battery, 20th 'Independent. Mortar Battalion; and the 2d Rocket Unit. 
Of these, probably the Ist Battery, 20th Independent Mortar Battalion, 
two batteries of the 3d Medium Mortar Battalion, two batteries of the 
2d Mixed Brigade Artillery, one battery of the 145th Artillery, and 
the 2d Rocket Unit were actually empl^ced in the Division's zone of 
action. 

While originally the battalions of the 145th Infantry 
Regiment were under direct control cf the 109th Division Headquarters', 
it is likely that when committed, the 3d Battalion .was directed by 
tfre. 2d Mixed Brigade- Headquarters, i-rhlch wag. the command" echelon for

'*all other infantry in¦ the Division 1 §L&QftiMi ;units	 IPI^FIVlIMPIftWlrlrll 
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Guard Force Hindquarters vps adjacent to the Hpadouarter-s of the 2d 
Mixed Brigade and close liaison evidently maintained. The Land 
Forces., Southorn Air Command, Antiaircraft Construction 
personnel were. under" Guard Force Command. 

Artillery was apportioned into sector commands of vhich 
the Central Group .*nd the Southern Group were in the Fourth Division's 
area, and the Vest-Central Group undoubtedly contributed to fire re
ceived by this Division. There on overall artillery command 
which Has responsible to the 109th Division Headquarters. 

¦ The following is a tabulation of enemy units encountered 
in the Fourth Division's zone of notion, together with an e^tim^te 
of strength, showing the number of enemy troops believed to have been 
overcome by this Division; 

2nd Mixed Brigade Headquarters and Signal Unit 350
 
2nd Mixed Brigade- Engineers ' 450
 
2nd Hixed Brigade Artillery (two "batteries) 300
 
let Battalion, 145th- Infantry Regiment (elements) 200
 
3rd Battalion, 145th Infantry Regiment (
 

(.4 Infantry Companies, 1Machine G-un Company,
-1 Infantry Gun Company) 700
 
309th Independent 'Infantry Battalion
 

(4 Infantry Companies, 1Machine G-un Company,
 
1, Infantry G-un Company) . 800
 

310th independent Infantry'Battalion 800
 
314th Independent Infantry Battalion (approximately

50$) " 

400
 
Bth Independent Anti-Tank Battalion (3 companies) 250
 
11th Independent Anti-Tonk Battalion 250
 
12th Independent Anti-Tank Battalion (part) 100
 
2nd Independent Machine Battalion, (3 companies)
G-un ' 300
 
3rd Medium Mortar Battalion (Main force) 350
 
Ist Battery, 20th' Independent Mortar Battalion 150
 
145th Regiment Artillery (lbattery) 100
 
2nd Rocket Unit .= . . 100
 
26th Tank Regiment (one company) 100
 
iNlaval Forces 

" 
• 

¦Guard Force 
' 

2000 
Laftd Force (Southern Air Command) 1500 

¦Construction 500 ... 4000 
TOTAL.. . • 9700 

The actual count of -inemy d^d reported by the Fourth ' 
Division is' B9B2. This count is df observed" dead does not in-
elude .enemy dead disposed, of by the -"eiiar-iy or troops sealed, ir o-^ves 

¦or tunnels and not seen. / nu*.***® «.,., ?,.« 
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(&) Special Intelligence 

(l) Artillery 

Enemy artillery was ably employed during this oper
ation. From the start' it evident that ther^ was an unusual de
gree of infantry-artillery coordination. With the exception of some 
coastal defense guns and the anti-aircr«f t batteries, guns were em-
placed in reinforced concrete shelters. Their veil chosen, usually 
defiladed, positions were capably sited for deadly fields of fire. 
Generally, their limited fields of fire and dispersal prevented mass
ing of fires. Many reports indicated, however," th^t the fires of two 
guns were massed on one t^rgpt. The positions were frequently estab
lished with observation, fire control and with communications to

' 
ad

just and deliver pecumte fires on our troops. 

The establishment of prior, registration on critical 
terrain features and check points the maintenance of detailed 
firing charts made enemy fires effective even pfter the best obser
vation posts had been epptured. The unification of command of art
illery and mortqr units under an artillery officer and the employment 
of a gridded fire control map. are further evidence of the careful 
preparation of the artillery defense. 

Some time-fire (airbursts) w^s noted and wns believed 
to have been delivered by depressed t batteries. Shrap
nel' was used to some extent, but vpg largely ineffective, due to the 
fact that it was impact-fused «nd the soft volcanic ash had a blanket 
ing effect on the burst. 

All of the 34 captured' 37, 47 and 57mm guns h^d ample 
supplies of solid shot, which readily penetrated our 
medium t^nks. On two specif lc observed instances the fragmentation 
of a shell vng to the rear. Fragments appeared to- be a75mm directly "
 

light weight alloy. . .
• 

On several occasions the enemy employed smoke. 

" 
" artillery is recorded
 

No, Ito this Annex. . .
 
The list of -captured in Appendix 

(2) Rockets 

The l^rg^st weapon of this type recovered was the 250 
kilogram bomb rocket. It consisted of a 250" kilogram aerial bomb . \ 
from' which the tail cone had been removed «n<3. » motor assembly at
tached. The motor was a cylinder 12 inches in diameter and 45 inches 

¦long, which contained the rocket propellent;., with a 24-inch tail, 
section which carried the venturl tube and thojFour tsilSl&S^l^ 

: ; 31 iiwn,i 11 
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A nose fuse on the explosive head detonated the rocket on impact. Its 
reported nngo v«s 5,000 yards. 

Rocket motors launching 63 or 100-kilogram aerial 
bombs wore found in two different lengths. One wr> 42 inches long and 
seven and one-half inches in diameter, while the other was 50 inches 
long and 10 inches in diameter. The motors wore frequently fired 
without the bomb attached. 

• 

The eight-inch rocket was extensively employed by the 
enemy. Th,%, projectile is known as the converted eight-inch naval-
shell, spin-stabilized, rocket. Initially, it vps fired in batteries 
of four from light tube launchers which were open at both ends, and 
mounted on Light two-wheel rubber-tired carriages. It wps breech-
loaded over a small attached loading tray, -eight inches by four and 
one-half inches in size. The barrel could be elevated to 80 degrees 
by a lever arm. Setting in place was secured by a rotating clamping 
handle. A plunger, cammed down when the rocket shell was loaded, held 
the rocket in place. Firing was by percussion hammer. Traverse was 
accomplished by rotating the entire launcher. Each position included 
an .open revetted fire pit, provided with a wire camouflage net to cover 
it completely and an underground covered shelter into which the laun
cher could be rolled by a ramp when ho^t firing. From prisoner-of-war 
interrogation it was learned that the did not contemplate the 
displacement of these launchers but planned to rely on countless . ' 

simple wooden trough launchers if forced to-,abandon these positions.
From the same source, confirmed by observation of captured positions, 
it wn.s learned that the eight-inch rocket projectiles w«re stored in" 
innumerable small caches in caves throughout the entire area, each 
cache being provided with the trough launchers. 

Rockets were extensively employed by the enemy. Their 
well chosen launching sites were very difficult to locate" and re
quired a direct hit to neutralize. Their concussion effect was ter
rific. Hocket positions invariably had range and pre-regietration 
data posted on boards. 

(3) Mortars 

Mortars were employed in great numbers. All of the 
conventional types were found," including the 150mm mortar. Positions 
were captured constructed to fire four 150mm mortars in a battery. 

Six 320mm "Spigot" mortars were captured in the Div
ision zone of action. The positions were uniform in construction, 
consisting of reinforced covered shelters constructed below the ground 
level containing the mortar base and ammunition... A small tunnel 

•adjoined for personnel shelter during firing. The front of the posit
ion -was. open for firing. The opening wr>s piapttiied with a removable 
wire camouflage net. Allwalls, and faces weijpj|J%§.ljl T^fp%^lJP 
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quarried blocks of volcanic stone. The mortar w^s mounted on a three-
tier wood base bolted at a 45 degree angle upon which were bolted the 
steel bpp.e plate and spigot barrel section. The projectile vas four 
feet, eleven inches in length and 520mm in diameter. Itvas constructed 
in three sections which were packed sep^r^tely but joined together for 
use by a threaded joint. The"~p~rts consisted of *n explosive head, »n 
explosive body and a tail assembly. The total weight 680 pounds. 
The pane fuse yo g used to ignite the first nnd second sections. The 
propulsion charge w.-s ignited by pn electric souib. Each position
had a detailed' firing chart, including azimuth rays and range with 
elevation and propellent required. These charts listed BLUE and YELLOW 
Benches the primary target, with .Airfield No. 1 as the, aVcern^te 
target. 

Sevor^l interesting developments in enenymortar tactics 
were observed. Light 81mm to 90mm mortars were used extremely close to 
our front lines. Frequently, they were so close that they could fire 
only -on our*:observation posts and .command posts. These close-up
mortar's were covered by nor fare further to, the rear which could fire 
on ®ur front lines. In,many Instandee it t-^s noted that when a' medium 
mortar position drew our artillery fire it-became silent sometimes for 
a period of two or three --d'ayei From -an observation post on an LCI(G-) 
it v»s noted that the enemy would get off several quick.mortar rounds 
simultaneously with the falling of rounds from ojir -artillery in his 
immediate area, thus taking fulladvantage of the smoke *nd noise to 
hide his firing position. In several instances it vns noted th^tr the 
enemy placed and operated mortars in concrete artillerypositions which 
had been previously knocked out\ Light and medium mortars vere .co
ordinated for massed fires, Snemy 81rin mortnrs would fire a concen
tration of airbursts on our front line-s and just prior to lifting the 
barrage would fire one -or two high nlrbursts over the target, pre
sumably rq a signal and aiming point for the medium mortars, which 
would then commence firing on thr- pane sre». 

(4) Mines, Grenades -and Booby Tr.^ps 

As this subject is covered in detail in Annex Fing to
 
the Operation Report only bripf reference willbe included here.
 

Hlnes. No new mines were encountered. Mines were 
employed, however, in much greater numbers than heretofore encountered, 
and while their employment, stilldoes not compare with American or 
European standards" they were used both in fields and individually. 
(See" Appendix Ko, 1 for are»s of minefields), They were judiciously 
placed on the benches, on routes of advance to' defensive positions, 
on the airfields and on the shoulders of roads, °nd wore geneir.^lly 
covered by'fire, Th°re wn S evidence of considerable last-minute hasty 

Jrgur«fnce empl'a.b^ment of individual "mines. 
" 
||||||| JlCitJ^irirt'l 
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Type.s discovered included: 

(a) Two horn hemispherical
(b) One horn conical 
(c.) 50, 65 and 250 kilogram aerial bombs buried as 

.mines	 and generally activated by an attached 
yardstick mine. 

(&). Yardstick 
(e_) Terracotta 
(f.) Box type

A # (g) Tape measure. 

Grenades. G-ren^des a? usual were plentiful. GaD
tured types included : 

(a) Magnetic anti-tank 
(Id) Shaped charge anti-tank 
(_c) Terracotta. This offensive grenade was found in 

quantity. It was made of terracotta filled with type 88 explosive
(ammonium perchlo**pte) and has s friction type scratch igniter.
Grenades varied in color from white to black. Some were glazed and 
all were encpsed in a rubber -jrotectlve cover with a separate small 

¦¦rubber cover for the igniter and CBp to seal it from moisture. 
C^) Frangible (smoke)
(c) Mo.lotov cocta.il. A new variation of Molotov 

cocktail was founcf. A detonator made of explosives which ignited 
on being crushed was encased in a celluloid box and attached to the 
bottom of the bottle with rubber bands, '-hen the bottle was thrown 
against a tank %he detonator was crushed, igniting the oil from the 
broken bottle. This detonator replaced the detonator and fuse in 

¦the neck of the bottle.	 . 

aooby traps. Booby traps were found in greater
quantities than heretofore. They were employed on enemy and Marine 
dead, souvenirs, food and ammunition, and at entrances of Japanese 
installations. 

(5) Tanks. 

The following enemy tanks were captured: 

2 Model 95 light tanks, with 57mm guns 
2 Model 97 medium tanks, with 47mm guns 
3 Model 97 medium tanks, with 57mm guns.

•"7 rrTr\ i _
BIBin|a w&^^^M 
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None of the tank? were employed or observed in 
mobile defense. Two fired from revetted positions, while five were 
fired from defiladed or artfully concealed and camouflaged positions. 

(6.) Small Boats. 

t'hile small boats were reported in operation to 
transport enemy troops on the western side of the Island, none 
were employed off the shores of this Division's zone of action. 
Several were found destroyed in the area of the East Boat Basin. 

(7)i Communications. 

In aerial photographs furnished just prior to our 
departure from the HAWAIIAN Area it was noted that there was a lace
work of narrow communication trenches throughout the Division's con
templated zone of action. Occupation of this area disclosed a- new 
departure worth noting* Narrow and shallow trenches were. frequently
found in which stakes had been driven supporting- communication wires. 
This practice obviously protected the wire from being cut by frag
mentation but still left*it in sight for wiremen to locate and 
repair breaks. 

Radios were in use in greater numbers than on 
SAIPAN or TINIAN but were meticulously destroyed before capture.
Captured communication diagrams disclosed a thorough, well organised 

¦net of both wire and radio to all units and areas. 

dogs with message collars were observed in use. 
Pigeons were found with quantities of message bands but were not 
observed in use. 

(8 ) Construction. 
Concrete work was of far better type than that en

countered on ROI-*NAftUR, SAIPAN and TINIAII. This was probably due to 
the fact that the 'hard volcanic rock when crushed made a better 
aggregate; and the volcanis ash, resembling course sand, made a 

-¦¦better mix than the coral product used on the coral islands, 

Reinforcing bars up to three-fourths inch in size 
were freely employed. Concrete works, depending on their vulner
ability and size, had walls and roofs ranging up to nine feet in 
thickness. Vents were baffle-plated to prevent the passage of 
grenades. Fire apertures were very small and frequently were faced 
In a direction to prevent penetration by direct fire from seaward 

¦slde^ #|I?he exterior of fire... ap.eratures were generally heavilv^ffi-g*•*\ 
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yetted for further protection Sand, sand-filled oil drums and tim
bers were used to. cover positions often to a depth of 10 to 15 feet 
end occasionally 'to a "depth of 20-25 feet. 

Small water tanks are described under section (9) 
herein. Large concrete tanks with wooden roofs flush with the 
ground were constructed to hold water drained from the airfields. 

Two massive concrete communication centers, both 
ouilt above ground, remained intact at the completion of the operation. 
The larger,rebuilt with four-foot-thick reinforced i concrete walls, 
withstood several hundred rounds fired from our tanks and ha lf-tracks. 

Blockhouses and ca senates were massive and of th« 
German casemate type. TvO concrete buildings adjacent to Airfield 
No. 2 remained intact. The more recently constructed one, reported 
to be a weather station, was modern and employed steel sash for doors 
and windows. All concretc3 structures were provided with percussion 
vents. 

Virtually all above-surface wooden buildings 'had been 
destroyed prior to the operation, and the debris was either burned 
or reemployed. for underground structures. . 

Construction of the elaborate underground cave and 
tunnel system was simplified due to the. fact that the volcanic rock 
resembling soft limestone was- easily cut by hand and -.required no 
shoring. The soft stone -had' an additional advantageous feature in 
that it cushioned shock and concussion. Lights, telephones and 
countless entrances- were a part of each major system." 

In the rough terrain, tunnel entrances were put in 
defilade and were difficult to -observe from the air or to hit by 
even high trajectory weapons. Entrances to underground systems from 
flat terrain were made by placing end on end short sections oT con
crete pips with an inside diameter of approximately three feet, the 
bottom section having a side cut out to allow passage to a ramp or 
steps which led further underground. All entrances had several
abrupt turns.' 

Many so called "flush-deck" pillboxes, constructed 
below ground with a slightly mounded sand-covered top, blended per
fectly into the terrain and had their sole entrance many yards 
away, connected by an* underground tunnel. 

Trenohes and most anti-tank ditches were.. .constructed 
in the volcanic ash and none were observed, revetted; Consequently, 

..the sand frap£iai& <Si?iited in and they constituted neither effective 
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(9) Supplies. 

Captured documents, prisoner-of-war interrogatipn 
all indicated that the enemy had ample supplies ofand^observationfood, ammunition and gen-eral supplies. There were no shortages. 

Command policy called for the immediate distribution 
of all types, of supplies upon their arrival at IVO JIMA to individual 
units. There were no large centralized dumps. Each small unit had 
complete and adequate supplies distributed in prepared underground
shelters throughout its zone of responsibility. 

Rice was stored in heavy rubber bags. Water storage 
was established throughout the entire area in underground tanks 
approximately six feet wide, 10 feet long and 12 feet deep. The 
tanks consisted merely of a hole dug in the volcanic stone (resembl
ing limestone), faced with approximately one-half inch of cement 
with a six-inch to eight-inch peaked concrete slab roof. The plan 
and distribution of this water storage might have been excellent ex
cept for the fact, as indicated by prisoners of war and confirmed by 
observation, that. the thin veneer fnce of cement cracked by concussion 
and drained the precious water supply* 

The apparent lack of surplus of lumber, cement and 
reinforcing steel indicated that all stocks of such material had all 
been used vp # 

(10) Equipment. 

Trucks were chiefly of the open-body, two-whe el-drive 
variety of Japanese manufacture and comparable to Chevrolet or Ford 

¦ type. While they were in some quantity most of them were old. Two 
multiple-wheel pneumatic-tire dirt-moving scoops were captured the 
first modern pieces of dirt-moving equipment observed by this Division. 
They were crudely welded and made in JAPAN. Two diesel narrow-guage 
locomotives of conventional design were also captured. Three obsolete 
steam rollers and one small gasoline roller and several stone crush
ers, all of conventional design, were also captured. 

As usual, the enemy appeared to have an amazing
 
lack of modern equipment.
 

(ll)Miscellaneous Intelligence .ItSme and Observations, 
-(a.) The first gridded Japanese map encountered on any 

operation by this Division was found on TWO JIMA, It was divided in
to 550-yard numbered squares, which were in turn divided into sixteen 
lettered squares,' and the lettered squares were 
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four squares numbered from one to four in each case. The scale vas
 
1:5,000. It was- contoured at five-meter intervals.
 

(b) The enemy's discipline in remaining out of sight 
at all times was perfect.. 

(.c) In many cases where enemy personnel had an 
assigned mission to hold a blockhouse or casemate it was noted that 
although they were well equipped with machine-guns and grenades there 
were no rifles present. 

*> 

(d) Infiltration groups attempted passage of our lines 
by impersonating Marines and by boldly carrying stretchers. 

Cs) Many Japanese wer-e killed wearing Marine uniforms. 

(f) A "Battle Vow," presumably issued by the Island 
Commander, was frequently found posted in captured positions and on 
dead. It said, "Above all else we shall dedicate ourselves and our 
entire strength to the defense of this entire Island. Until we are 
destroyed to the last man we shall harass the enemy by guerilla
tactics." 

(jj) A 105mm	 fuse and assembly, with the fuse made 
of wood. was. found. 

(h) The enemy continued his practice of burning and
 
burying his dead.
 

(jL).On two instances the enemy preceded a counter
attack by firing three white streamers.
 

. (j) The enemy generally held his rifle and machine-
gun fire until very close range made sure hits. 

(k) The enemy constantly attempted to keep contact
 
during the hours of darkness by strong reconnaissance patrols.
 

0.) Rifle grenades were frequently fired as airbursts 
and were often massed. 

(jn) Rifles captured were nearly all Model 99 7.7mm
 
There were a few Model 44, 6.5nm cavalry carbines.
 

(n) Examination of approximately 100 wrecked Japanese 
planes	 disclosed that most were of' conventional types. One new type

" found. Army bomber	 was Itwas a twin-engined medium plane identified 
¦as a. "Peggy. .	 • _ -• 
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following is a compilation
commendations contained in this Annex: 

of the more important re

(a) That the official map for the operation
print of enemy installations. Enemy installations 

not carry an over-
should be shown 

in the intelligence maps. 

(b) That intelligence maps, or enemy situation maps, not be 
issued separately by each echelon but as a joint product on which 
the various units have agreed. 

(c) That aerial photograph interpretation reports regarding 
the prospective target also be issued by a single agency. 

(d) That during an operation complete and adequate arrange
ments	 be made and carried out for providing satisfactory aerial 
coverage after D-dey in accordance with the needs pnd requests of 
lower echelons. 

(c) That a system of displaying panels be adopted to desig
nate boundaries between units, to be displayed near enough to the 

<front line to be « guide to air observers. 

(f) That arrangements be made to send Division language
personnel to school between o-o^rations for additional Instruction 
in the Japanese language. 

(g) That the methods for disseminating propaganda be com
pletely reappraised in order to insure more effective results. 

(h) That a Radio Intelligence Platoon be attached to Marine 
Divisions. 
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